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1 In September 2018, SERCIA (Société d’Etudes et de Recherche sur le Cinéma Anglophone),
a society founded in 1993 to gather researchers in the field of English-speaking cinema,
held  its  24th conference  at  Linnæus  University,  Växjö  (Sweden).  The  conference  was
organized by Fátima Chinita  (Polytechnic  Institute  of  Lisbon)  and was hosted by the
Linnæus Centre for Intermedial and Multimodal Studies (IMS). The opening ceremony
was presided by the organizer and by representatives of  these institutions,  including
Anders Åberg (Head of the Department of Film and Literature at Linnæus University),
Lars Elleström (director of the IMS Centre), and the 2014-2018 SERCIA president, Jean-
François Baillon (Bordeaux Montaigne University). In his inaugural speech, Baillon called
attention to the hybrid nature of this collaboration, a symbiosis that fit the spirit and
subject-matter of the conference, which he qualified as a contemporary “urgent theme.”
2 The topic of the three-day conference, symbiotic cinema and intermediality, was, indeed,
tackled from a wide variety of angles and by an overall number of fifty-three speakers
distributed  into  sixteen  panels,  as  well  as  by  three  keynote  speakers—François  Jost
(Université  Sorbonne  Nouvelle  –  Paris  III),  Lúcia  Nagib  (University  of  Reading),  and
Miriam de Rosa (Coventry University). The large-scale spectrum of cinemas covered by
the presenters ranged from classical to contemporary, from US, British, and Canadian to
Swedish and Brazilian productions, from genres like the musical to horror and science
fiction, and from fiction to non-fiction and animation films. Yet the most enthralling
aspect of the conference was that it reached well beyond the realms of cinema, sparking
engaging debates on cinema’s confluences with other media like television, journalism,
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